[Per os given bacteriophages changes the clinical course of diseases caused by bacterial agents in children].
The aim of the study was to reveal the possible effect of perorally given bacteriophages on the clinical course of diseases caused by infectious agents in children. The complex therapy with inclusion of bacteriophages was performed in 85 children aged from 1 week to 15 years, 36 girls, 47 boys with following diagnoses: sepsis, bacterial diarrhea, urinary tract infections, bacterial infections of upper respiratory ways, bacterial pneumonia. For every case an appropriate analoguous control was matched. Thus this open clinical trial was carried out according to the Case Control Study design. Clinical and paraclinical markers specific for different diseases and integrated index of the gravitidy of condition. defined by the method of multicriterial analyzis with usage of Fuzzy logic approaches were revealed in dynamics. It was established that by peroral treatment with commercial bacteriophages the positive trends of investigated parameters had place. The improvement of the integrated index of gravitidy was most pronounced. We suppose that obtaining of more convincing evidences of the clinical value of bacteriophagetherapy the further studies in the more number of patients with the usage of the generally accepted double blind method should be conducted.